
UNI ID Requirement Type Origin Priority Category

3.5 functional WP3 MUST Security

3.6 functional WP3 MUST Security

3.7 security WP3 MUST Security

3.12 functional WP3 MUST Security

3,18 functional WP3 MUST Security

3.16 functional WP3 SHOULD Security

3.17 functional WP3 COULD Security
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6.0 Non-Functional WP6 SHOULD Data Set

6.1 Functional WP6 TBD Meta-Data

6.2 Functional WP6 MUST Volatility

6.4 Functional WP6 MUST Data Set

6.5 Functional WP6 TBD Data Set

6.6 Functional WP6 SHOULD Prediction

6.7 Functional WP6 COULD Prediction

6.8 Functional WP6 MUST Experience

6.9 Functional WP6  MUST Trust & Reputation



6.10 Functional WP6 MUST Experience

6.11 Functional WP6 MUST  Experience

6.12 Functional WP6 MUST  Experience

6.13 Non-Functional WP6 [SHOULD] MUST Trust & Reputation

6.14 Functional WP6 MUST Meta-Data

6.15 Functional WP6 SHOULD Experience

6.16 Functional WP6 COULD Experience

6.17 Functional WP6 SHOULD Meta-Data

6.18 functional WP6 SHOULD Experience



6.20 functional WP6 SHOULD Prediction

6.21 functional WP6 MUST Safety

6.41

Functional WP6 SHOULD Situation Awareness

6.42

Functional WP6 COULD Situation Awareness

6.43

Functional WP6 COULD Situation Awareness

6.44

Functional WP6 COULD Situation Awareness

6.37 Non-functional WP6 [COULD] SHOULD Trust & Reputation

6.47 functional WP6 MUST Knowledge Extraction

7.1 Functional MAD COULD Functional



7.2 Desing Contrain MAD MUST Scalability

7.3 Functional MAD MUST Functional

7.4 Functional MAD COULD VE Representation

7.5 Desing Contrain MAD MUST Functional

User

Requirements

UR1 Non-Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 MUST VE Developer

UR2 Functional Use-cases MUST VE Developer

UR3 Non-Functional Use-cases MUST VE Developer



UR4 Functional Use-cases MUST VE developer

UR5 Non-Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 MUST Application Developer

UR6 Non-Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 MUST  Application Developer

UR7 Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 MUST Application Developer

UR8 Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 MUST Platform Owner

UR9 Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 COULD Platform Owner

UR10 Non-Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 COULD Platform Owner

UR11 Functional Use-cases SHOULD VE Developer



UR12 Non-Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 SHOULD
VE Developer, 

Application Developer

UR13 Non-Functional Use-cases SHOULD
VE Developer, 

Application Developer

UR14 Non-Functional D2.2.1 / §3.2.1 COULD VE Developer



Description

secure boot in order to have the device, every time, in a safe and known state

secure update mechanism (e.g. update each device on its own)

secure enrolemment mechanism (e.g. enroll each device in the system; if one device fails it 

will be automatically disabled); secure key exchange (e.g. Diffie Hellman)

use an OS which is verified and trusted (e.g. Linux)

detect man in the middle type of attacks

mechanism which enforces  authentication and access control to the cloud storage.

There could be a mechanism which ensures that metadata search results only contain data 

that the relevant user has read access privileges for.  
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Time series of raw data should be regular and irregular

Time/Space should be kept separated from other meta-data

Mechanisms are needed for basic time series analysis tasks such as different aggregation 

techniques and resampling of time series for the desired sampling rate.

All data must be stored by default within a data object

Data should be indexed in time/space

It should be possible to perform prediction of measurements (VE properties) based on 

existing past measurements (historical data).                                    

 It should be possible to evaluate the efficiency of prediction models. 

VEs (object) must be able to exchange experiences so that object can learn from each other

Mechanisms need to be implemented for Trust and Reputation between objects



Mechanisms are needed to evaluate the impact of using another object's experience

Repository for VEs experiences is needed 

It must be possible to annotate experiences so that they can be easily discovered with 

advanced (Semantic) search criteria

Trust & Reputation should be based on various criteria like Efficiency, reliability, 

responsiveness, commitment…

It must be possible to describe an object skills (and purpose/objective) and to search based 

on those descriptions

It should be possible to select the experience of an object based on its Trust & Reputation 

level

It could be possible for an object to issue a Call for Tender, in order to advertise its specific 

needs and get experience-sharing proposals from other objects.

Each level of processing from raw-data, information, event, knowledge… should be able to 

enrich the already existing meta-data

It should be possible to select the experience of a VE, no matter its reputation level



Predictive algorithms should be  implemented so as to estimate whether the shared 

experience will be efficient,  helpful, etc.

All information about situational awareness has to be associated with context.

Collected situational knowledge should be analyzed to infer and build more comprehensive 

SA.

Depending on acquired knowledge of status and dynamics of VEs and environment, the 

system would predict future status.

The sources for situational knowledge acquisition could include real time information 

(events) as well as historical data and collected/shared experience.

The SA building techniques could accommodate to constraints on information perception. 

Two levels regarding trust & reputation evaluation [could] should be recognised

Mechanisms must be developed for extracting high-level knowledge from raw IoT data.

Some virtual entities will have unidirectional flow, i.e. they will publish their status to be 

used by other virtual entities. Others will have bidirectional flow, i.e. They will publish and 

consume the status of other entities



All virtual entity will have the version data attribute for each element in the structure of 

their information

Any entity will be accessible in real time

Virtual entities with a geographic component will display the geographic coordinate where 

the event occurred

Every entity will disclose time validity of its data (in number of seconds)

COSMOS must provide VE developers with a template that ease  and structure VE 

development

COSMOS must provide a way to model and maintain a VE situation

COSMOS must allow building communities of VEs and must allow defining relations between 

them. It must be possible for a VE to identify/discover similar VE or related VEs (and their 

abilities) and access them.



COSMOS must provide sharing mechanisms for situation and know-how. This can be 

experience-sharing mechanisms, mechanisms for subscribing to situation related-info etc…

COSMOS must provide mechanisms that allow to reason about VE capability and related-

information in abstract terms (i.e. refering more to a VE class that to VE instances)

COSMOS must implement mechanisms that associate reliability and trust indicator with Ves in 

general and also with a lower-granularity (like individual IoT Services for example)

COSMOS must implement algorithms that allows going beyond raw data reading with 

especially high-level knowledge inference, complex event detection etc…

COSMOS must provide VEs with access right and more generaly authentication and access 

control mechanisms

COSMOS could provide accounting mechanisms that keep track of access to COSMOS 

functionalities from VEs and from 3rd party applications

COSMOS could provide mechanisms for defining charging policies (e.g. template-based)

COSMOS should hide as much as possible the complexity of ontology languages when it comes 

to describing VEs, their capability, their situations.



COSMOS should be able to run the high level complexity and powerful features it provides in a 

centralised way, so that this complexity is kept away from mobile devices which are often 

limited in term of CPU and energy supply. COSMOS should also provide light-weighted version 

of those mechanisms so that they could be deployed on mobile devices with greater 

capabilities

COSMOS should provide mechanisms for associating Privacy policies with the data flowing 

within the COSMOS platform

COSMOS could provide traceability as for whom in the COSMOS platform consumes produced 

data



Rationale Fit Criterion

the system needs to execute only trusted software and run 

into a known state - for this very reason a secure boot 

mechanism is essential

secure update provides the means to upgrading the system

each device needs to be uniquely identifiable and 

addresable

standard OSes provide the necessary ifrastructure, are 

verified and can be used "free of chanrge" (e.g. Linux)

man in the middle type of attacks are easy to execute but 

can be easily detected and mitigated using the 

infrastrcuture already privided

This is necessary to protect the large amounts of data that 

will persist in cloud storage.

This is necessary to prevent leakage of information via 

metadata search to unauthorized users.
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Both time-structured or unstructured data can occur. The 

first priority is on regular time series. We should cope with 

irregular later during the project

Due to the network and energy constraints it might happen 

that an expected "regular" time serie contains gaps, 

refered in the DOW by "volatility" of information

the storage mechanisms in the cloud 

allow for storing bundle of data

Predicted sensor readings can be used as alternative data 

source in case of disconnection. Predicted values can also 

be used for exploring event prediction mechanisms.

Therefore the service logics of an object A operating in 

similar conditions and with similar objective than an object 

B could be improved, and provide possibly better outcomes

There is a need for distinguishing between objects one can 

learn from and object that do not provide usefull or 

accurate enough experiences



Evaluating the expact of reusing an experience helps for 

assessing the trustability and reputation of an object

We need a platform level or a VE level storage of 

experience so that it can be looked up and retrieved easily

Experiences are linked to semantically annotated topics

In the context of  cooperation between object (e.g. 

experience exchange) different factors should be 

considered when establishing a VE reputation 

Prior to the exchange of experience, identifying the 

purpose, nature and skill of an object is required

Classification of the returned experiences should be based 

on the social ranking of the source VEs

This is an alternative to 6.14

Each level of processing comes with its own meta-data. So 

newly created should come with its own new meta-data 

while enriched or modified data should be abple to enrich 

its own existing metadata as well

A VE may have low reputation but with positive trend, or it 

is the only one which can offer its experience



Based on the recording of previous reuses of experiences 

by other VEs (and their outcomes), we try to predict how 

successful applying various relevant available experiences 

to the particuar VE can be.  

Same data in different situation could have different 

meanings. 

For instance by means of combining a CEP engine plus 

Machine Learning techniques

Examples of predictions include traffic jams, most recent 

trends and knowledge/analysis of traffic dynamics.

Apart from data feeds coming in real time, usage of 

persisted data is also envisioned

Perception of the environment (1st level of SA) implies 

being aware of faulty readings, which for instance could be 

detected  and filtered

Evaluation coming from COSMOS platform (objective level), 

evaluation between VEs (subjective level)

different sensors form different patterns (both in feature 

space and in time). Different patterns reflect different 

events. ML and statistical analysis tools can be explored to 

extract those events.

Certain VE may not need to use data from other



In order to simplify the scaling system

Logically, any real-time information must be provided in 

real time

Each VE should report its geographical position, if 

necessary

Define its time validity

In order to comply to the COSMOS platform and be fully 

interoperable with it, every VE has to respect some rules. 

This VE template should help the developer identifying 

which are the required API from the COSMOS point of view 

IoT Service, VE service and any API whch is part of COSMOS 

assumptions).

A VE in COSMOS is the representation of an object . In order 

to implement Smart object it is necessary that this object get 

preceptions about its environment (whatever it is, either 

physical e.g. position, temp or more context-focussed). In 

any case it is expected COSMOS can help specifying what a 

situation is and populating and maintaining current situation 

as well as situation history.

As a VE developper, we expect to be able to build 

communities of VEs, either VEs of similar nature or VEs 

having obvious relationships (containment or cooperating 

with each other)



VE must be able to share within a community (or with 

whomever requests it and is authorised to do so) 

information about situation, and "ways" to cope with 

particular situation. This can be used to propagate know-

how among Ves in order to make the community smarter.

An app developer must be able to develop "generic" app 

that can be relying on various VEs when deployed to the 

COSMOS platform. It means that the VEs are bound to the 

application only at runtime.

When developing an application it must be possible to 

assess the level of trust associated with Ves in order to 

eventually choose the most reliable and trustworthy ones.

Application developers need to rely on COSMOS 

functionalities for example for reasoning about VE data or 

infering higher-order knowledge from VE situations or event 

detection

A COSMOS platform owner open its platform to various 

actors, VE owners and application developers. Access to the 

different level of information should be granted according 

to pre-established access policy.

A COSMOS platform owner could decide to charge accessing 

parties for the services offered. Accounting is therefore in 

this case mandatory

A COSMOS platform if it decides to charge for its offered 

services needs to be able defining charging policies. This can 

be done in conjunction with access right policies

We can’t expect VE developers to be familiar with languages 

like RDF (or similar). It would greatly help them if the 

complexity of such languages could be hidden and kept in 

the back ground as much as possible



Indeed COSMOS must be able to deal with low-end and high-

end devices (VE platforms using micro-controlers, low-cost 

mobile terminal in order to target as many end-users as 

possible, smart-devices, laptops etc…). COSMOS should be 

flexible enough in term of component deployment options

VE and application developer  should be able to define 

privacy policies for the data they are exposing to other 

COSMOS users. Policy could be dynamic depending on 

which components the data has reached.

VE Developers may want to charge for Data consumption. 

This relates also to accountability service.



Dependencies to

 other Requirements
Conflicts View Perspective

system complexity

processing speed
Functional

Trust, Security and 

Privacy

system complexity; dedicated 

SoC structure
Functional

Trust, Security and 

Privacy

system complexity; dedicated 

SoC structure

longer processing times

Functional
Trust, Security and 

Privacy

Functional
Trtust, Security and 

Privacy

Functional
Trust, Security and 

Privacy

Functional
Trust, Security and 

Privacy

Volere Template Traceability regarding the architectural reference model



Functional

Functional

6.1

Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional



6.9 Functional

Functional

[]

6.11
Functional

Functional

Functional

[]

6.9, 6.10
Functional

functional



functional

Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional



Information

Performance & 

Scalability

Information

Information

Functional

Functional



Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional Trust, Security & Privacy

Functional Trust, Security & Privacy

UR8 ; UR9 Functional

Functional



Performance

Functional

UR9 Functional



Functionality Group Functional Component Domain Model

Device FG

Security FG

H/W Board FC

Encryption FC

Security FG

Management FG

Authentication FC

Configuration FC

Encryption FC

Device FG

Security FG

Management FG

H/W Board FC

Security FC

Authentication FC

Configuration FC

Device FG

Security FG
H/W Board FC

Security FG
Security FC

Authentication FC

IoT Service FG

Security FG

Authentication FC

Authorisation FC

Cloud-Storage FC

IoT Service FG

Security FG

Authentication FC

Authorisation FC

Meta-Data Search FC

Traceability regarding the architectural reference model



IoT Service FG Data-Analysis FC

IoT Service FG Cloud Storage FC

VE FG

IoT Service FG

Inference and Prediction FC

Situation Awareness FC

<not done yet>

Virtual Entity FG Experience Sharing FC

Servcie Organisation FG Trust & Reputation FC



Virtual Entity FG Experience Sharing FC

Virtual Entity FG Experience Registry FC

Virtual Entity FG Experience Registry FC

Servcie Organisation FG Trust & Reputation FC

Virtual Entity FG VE Registry FC

Virtual Entity FG Experience Registry FC

Virtual Entity FG Experience Sharing FC



Virtual Entity FG Experience Sharing FC

Virtual Entity FG Situation Awareness FC

Virtual Entity FG Situation Awareness FC

Virtual Entity FG
Situation Awareness FC

Experience Sharing FC

Service Organisation FG Trust & Reputation FC

Virtual Entity FG

IoT Service FG

VE-level Data Stream Analysis FC

Inference & Prediction FC



Virtual Entity FG Situation Awareness FC

Management FG
Configuration FC

???



Virtual Entity FG Experience Sharing FC

Service Organisation FG Service Composition FC

Service Organisation FG Trust & Reputation FC

Virtual Entity FG

IoT Service FG

VE-level Data Stream Analysis FC

Inference & Prediction FC

Security FG ALL

Security FG Accounting FC

Management FG Configuration FC

VE FG

IoT Service FG

VE Resolution FC

IoT Service Resolution FC



Management FG

Security FG

Configuration FC

Authorisation FC

Security FG Accountability FC



Design choice category Design Choice Originating Business Scenario

Traceability regarding the architectural reference model















Demonstration Business Scenario System use case

Traceability regarding the architectural reference model















Comments to the requirement



We probably don’t consider this requirement.

maybe also w.r.t the own or originator (tbd)

Alternatively the Prediction could be based on the experience of other similar object working under similar 

condition







Needs to be discussed further Real-Time is very strong and COSMOS does not deal with strict Real-Time.



We won’t probably touch that requirment



We actually implemented a micro-cep to overcme the issue. The requirement is still relevant for many aspects



Comment dealing with Requement updates (addition, update, deletion) Pending AP (needed further action)















v0.3

First consolidated list of unified requirements (M. Boussard)

v0.7

Stakeholder requirements updates by T6.1 (M. Boussard, A. Salinas)

UNI.2xx updates with references (S. Meissner)

UNI.6xx added (A. Salinas)

Updates and corrections to various requirements (M. Boussard)

v0.8

added FG VE & IoT to UNI.423 (M. Boussard)

added Functional to view of UNI.614

added VE and IoT resolutions FCs to UNI/623

spawned UNI.237 from UNI.236

changed UNI.102 type to NonFunctional requirement

changed UNI.503 priority to High

Adjusted fit criterions for UNI.501-504

Changed FC for UNI.409 and UNI.410 to VE Service as VE History Storage FC is deprecated

Changed FC for UNI.022, UNI.041, UNI.062 to IoT Service as Resource History Storage FC is deprecated

Added FC VE Service to UNI.240

UNI.029, UNI.045, UNI.046, UNI.051 removed as per FD+T6.1 review decision

Update of FC/FG names with latest version of functional decomposition

Major overhaul following FD mapping/cross-check

v0.9

edition for D1.3 publication

v0.10

added category field

added fit criterion to stakeholder reqs

changed UNI.23 to non-functional, added perspective

corrections accross a number of requirements

v0.11

added UNI.7xy management requirements based on Joachim W. proposition

v0,12

added UNI.3xy communication requirements

UNI.506 becomes a Design Choice, some rephrasing in UNI.5xy

Multiple fixes in description ("The system shall" => "A system built using the ARM shall")

Multiple fixes in dependencies/conflicts

Alignment to last version of Domain model (Redmine comment)



Changed FC for UNI.022, UNI.041, UNI.062 to IoT Service as Resource History Storage FC is deprecated


